LOCATED GOLD LOT, RED LOT, & CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL LOT

GRADUATE/GUEST PARKING
NO GUEST PARKING AVAILABLE
ENTRANCE: GATE C

CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL
MERRYMOUNT PARK
ADAMS FIELD
RICHARD J. KOCH PARK & REC COMPLEX
PAGEANT FIELD

FENNO STREET COURTS
COLETTA FIELD
MERRYMOUNT PARK
HANCOCK STREET
SOUTHERN ARTERY
RICHARD J. KOCH PARK & REC COMPLEX
PAGEANT FIELD

BARRY WELCH FIELD
COLETTA FIELD
FENNO STREET COURTS
HANCOCK STREET
CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL

COMMENCEMENT MAP
ACCESSIBLE PARKING
GRADUATE CHECK IN

LEGEND

- GRADUATE/GUEST PARKING
- NO GUEST PARKING AVAILABLE
- ENTRANCE: GATE C